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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
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Based on the explanation in the previous chapters, the writer can conclude 

that Hymes’ Framework SPEAKING model can be used in the speech event such 

as a wedding speech. As the data of this study showed, that there were some 

speaking factors affecting each speech event which are in line with Hymes’ 

(1974) SPEAKING model such as setting and scene, participants, ends, act 

sequences, keys, instrumentalities, norms, and genre are used in each speech. It 

has the results that there are differences and similarities from the four samples of 

wedding speeches after the writer analyses the wedding speech using Hymes’ 

Framework SPEAKING model. It showed that the most dominant difference is 

setting and scene, such as there are parents next to the bride and groom when they 

give speech in wedding speech and the podium. And the most dominant similarity 

is Genre, such as speech.  

However, some typical speech events, due to the situational and contextual 

context of language, were found more frequently than others; in the each sample 

of wedding speeches, the most recurring event in a speech of thanks and hopes for 

their wedding in the future was found to be confiding all big family and all people 

they beloved in order to feel also the happiness from their wedding.  

5.2 Suggestion 

The writer suggests that the speaker of wedding speech in order to give a 

speech should use SPEAKING model because to speak in public should consider 

to linguistic components. So, when the speaker delivers a speech well and 

correctly in accordance with the Hymes’ Framework. For the readers, this study 

could be a sample to make familiarize with culture which is an important part of 

language learning process, so it could improve communicative competence and 

talk more appropriately in related context. 


